Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook-17 Nov 20
News that Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine tested at 94.5% effective was widely cheered. The usual
risk-on reflexive moves in the currencies mostly faded as markets weigh increasing pandemic risk
before widespread vaccinations - skeptical after last vaccine rally faltered - flows & pricing suggest
that range-trading remains the most favored option.
Tomorrow's U.S. retail sales & IP will be watched for signs of whether recovery has begun losing
traction -dire pandemic trends & receding govt backstopping. This is in wake of the Friday’s weak
UoM consumer sentiment and yesterday's soft November Empire state.
Tricky week for UK and EU leaders: Brexit and EU's 750 bln relief plan.EUR/USD Price action
shows indecision as ECB frets about EUR up move & looming double-dip recession. EU's 750
bln plan threatened by Polish and Hungarian blocks (budget has clause which makes access to
money conditional on respecting rule of law). Upside limited but a close below last week's 1.1745
base is required for traction.
Strong China data point to upbeat Q4 GDP. Biden hints measures to tame China and no end to
the acrimony? USD/CNY opens 6.5720, slips to 6.5680, nearing 28-mth low. Yuan index climbs China has not been vocal about yuan appreciation lately. 6.55 -6.65 range
Sterling has been around 1.3200 for over a week, but as crunch approaches for Brexit
negotiations, volatility looms. Meeting of European leaders on Thursday could prove pivotal. Key
support levels on no-deal are the 1.2854 November low, then 1.2676 Sept base. Knee-jerk
reaction to a partial deal would be a test of 1.3481 Sept high.
Nikkei to fresh recent highs, best since May 1991, 26,057.30 high - eyeing 26,648 high May 1991.
Foreigners eye Japan and Asia as the strongest post pandemic bets. Unhedged flows -hence
USD/JPY lower. Vaccine-news rallies are seen as suspect-week's largest options expiries at
105.00 and hence range 104.35 104.75.
USD/INR to gap lower but undertone to stay biddish in intraday as usual -74.30 74.50 range for
the day.

